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2Abstract. We examine whistler mode instabilities arising from electron beams
in interplanetary space at 1 AU. Both parallel and obliquely propagating solutions
are considered. We demonstrate that the generation of two simultaneous wldstler
mode waves is possible, and even reasonably likely, for beam parameters frequently
encountered upstream of the Earth's bow shock and at interplanetary shocks. We also
explore the generation of left-hand polarized waves at whistler mode frequencies under
these same conditions. We offer both parametric variations derived from numerical
solutions of the various instabilities as weU as an analytical treatment of the problem
which succeeds in unifying the various numerical results.
L PROGRESS TO DATE
During the last six months, we have made considerable progress in studying the
excitation of electromagnetic waves in the whistler frequency range by an anisotropic or gyrating
electron beam. A paper entitled "Electron Cyclotron Wave Generation by Relativistic Electrons"
was published in the Journal of Geophysical Research. Another paper entitled "Electron Beam
Excitation of Upstream Waves in the Whistler Mode Frequency Range" was submitted for
publication in Journal of Geophysical Research. This paper is in collaboration with Dr. C. W.
Smith at Bartol Research Institute. In this paper, we have shown that an anisotropic electron beam
(or gyrating electron beam) is capable of generating both left-hand and right-hand polarized
electromagnetic waves in the whistler frequency range.
Our earlier paper "Electromagnetic Components of Auroral Hiss and Lower Hybrid Waves
in the Polar Magnetosphere" was accepted for publication in the AGU Chapman Conference on
Micro and Meso Scale Phenomena in Space Plasmas. This paper identified electromagnetic waves
in the lower hybrid and whistler waves regime and suggested a mechanism of how these waves
are generated.
CURRENT WORK
We are currently studying how the variation of the background plasma and the anisotropic
beam parameters can affect the beam excited electromagnetic whistler instability. Our preliminary
analytical results indicated that even an isotropic electron beam can excite electromagnetic
whistler waves via cyclotron resonance in a high density plasma in which the electron plasma
frequency is above the electron cyclotron frequency. This is quite different from the conventional
thinking that electron beam can only excite whistler waves through Landau resonance, thus the
excited waves have to be predominately electrostatic in nature. We are also in the process of
studying the acceleration of electrons and ions by electromagnetic whistler and lower hybrid
waves in the auroral region. This work is in collaboration with Drs. J. D. Menietti and C. S. l.,in
and the results will be presented in the Spring AGU meeting.
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Electron cyclotron wave generation by relativistic
electrons
H, K. Wong
Department of Space Sciences, Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas
M. L. Goldstein
Laboratory of Extraterrestrial Physics, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland
Abstract. We show that an energetic electron distribution which has a temperature
anisotropy (T_ > TIQ, or which is gyrating about a DC magnetic field, can generate
electron cyclotron waves with frequencies below the electron cyclotron frequency.
Relativistic effects are included in solving the dispersion equation and are shown to be
quantitatively important. The basic idea of the mechanism is the coupling of the beam
mode to slow waves. The unstable electron cyclotron waves are predominantly
electromagnetic and right-hand polarized. For a low-density plasma in which the electron
plasma frequency is less than the electron cyclotron frequency, the excited waves can have
frequencies above or below the electron plasma frequency, depending upon the parameters
of the energetic electron distribution. This instability may account for observed Z mode
waves in the polar magnetosphere of the Earth and other planets.
Introduction
The Earth's polar magnetosphere has long been recognized
as an active region of wave activities. In the last two decades,
numerous spacecraft have sampled this region of space and
have identified a large variety of wave modes, most notably the
auroral hiss and the auroral kilometric radiation (AKR). For a
review, see Shawhan [1979]. These waves are believed to play
an important role in various plasma processes in the magneto-
sphere through wave-particle interactions. Examples of such
processes include the diffusion of auroral electrons by electro-
static electron cyclotron waves [Kennel and Ashour-Abdalla,
1982], the generation of AKR through relativistic cyclotron
resonance [Gurnett, 1974; Wu and Lee, 1979] and the accelera-
tion and heating of ions and electrons by waves in the auroral
region leading to the formation of ion and electron conical dis-
tributions (see, for example, Chang et aL [1986], Crew et al.
[1990], Lysak [1986], Temerin and Cravens [1990], and Wong
et aI. [1988], among others).
The whistler mode has been studied extensively in the past,
primarily due to the interest in VLF emissions, auroral hiss,
and lightning-related phenomena. In the midaltitude polar
magnetosphere, the electron plasma frequency
(Oe=(4nTzee21me) _2 is typically less than the electron
cyclotron frequency f2e = lelBolmec, where me is the electron
rest mass, ne is the electron density, B o is the magnitude of the
ambient magnetic field, and c is the speed of light. Under this
condition, the whistler mode propagates between the lower
hybrid frequency, which is approximately the ion plasma fre-
quency _i, and o)e. The frequently observed whistler mode auro-
ral hiss is believed to be generated near the resonance cone
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either by precipitating electrons or by upward moving electron
beams [Gurnett et aL, 1983]. The whistler waves excited near
the resonance cone are quasi-electrostatic waves with negligi-
ble magnetic components; however, analysis of the "funnel-
shaped" auroral hiss observed by DE 1 indicates that the auroral
hiss has a considerable magnetic component [Gurnett et al.,
1983]. Subsequent stability analysis using the observed parti-
cle distributions has revealed that the electron acoustic wave,
rather than the whistler wave, is the dominant unstable wave
driven by such electron beam distributions [Lin et aL, 1984,
1985; Tokar and Gary, 1984]. The electron acoustic wave is
electrostatic in nature, and thus might account for the electro-
static component of auroral hiss; however, the origin of the
electromagnetic component of the hiss still remains unan-
swered.
In a different context, Benson et al, [1988] have reported
ground-based detection of waves in the frequency range 150--
300 kHz, indicating the generation of field-aligned waves in
the auroral zone. The field-aligned waves observed by Benson
et al. [1988] are electromagnetic and fall into the frequency
range of the whistler mode and overlap the frequency range of
AKR. However, because the theories usually proposed for the
generation of AKR produce radiation in the extraordinary and
ordinary modes which cannot reach the ground, the field-
aligned radiation observed by Benson et al. [1988] must be
generated by a different mechanism. Motivated by these
observations, Wu et al. [1989] showed that an energetic elec-
tron population with either a temperature anisotropy or a
trapped type distribution can generate field-aligned waves in
the observed frequency range. More recently, Ziebell et al.
[1991] have generalized Wu et al.'s [1989] theory to investi-
gate propagation effects on the amplification of radiation
along the field line.
Previously we have studied the generation of bursty radio
emission by low-density anisotropic or gyrating electron
beams [Wong and Goldstein, 1990] (hereinafter paper 1). In
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the present study we extend that analysis by including rela-
tivistic effects and show that the frequency range of the unsta-
ble waves excited by dense gyrating and/or anisotropic distri-
butions can extend below f_e or even below to e. In this regard
our analysis is a generalization of the previous work by Wu et
al. [1989] because we extend into the relativistic regime,
include oblique propagation, and use a more general distribu-
tion function that includes a beam component. The process we
describe appears to provide an alternative to the cyclotron
maser instability for generating Z and O mode radiation.
Physical Model and Results
The physical model we consider is the same as previously
discussed in paper 1: a gyrating or anisotropic electron beam
in a cold background magnetized plasma. Because the frequen-
cies we consider are close to f2 e or toe, we can ignore the ion
contribution to the plasma dielectric. In paper 1 we discussed
the conditions under which such distributions can arise and we
do not repeat that discussion here• The general form of the
energetic electron distribution we use is
fb(ull,u±) : A exp[ (u±-u±0)2 (uli-Ub)2 (1)TC3 / 2/2,Zb20CII b _l.b 2 Ctllb 2
where u = p/m e is the momentum per unit mass, _-L,IIb =
(21CT L,Iib/me) 1/2, _ is Boltzmann's constant, u b and u±o are the
momenta per unit mass of the electron beam parallel and per-
pendicular to the magnetic field, respectively, and the normal-
ization constant is found from A-I= exp(_u±o2/ecXb2)[l_i(u±o
/OtLb ) Z(i(u±ola±b)] to ensure that ] d3Ufb(u) = 1.
A general derivation of the relativistic electromagnetic dis-
persion equation for arbitrary directions of propagation can be
found in the work by Baldwin et al. [1969]. In the appendix we
give a brief description of how we solve the dispersion equa-
tion numerically. Most of the discussion below will be limited
to parallel propagating solutions, primarily because the maxi-
mum growth is generally at 0 °. However, we have also solved
the more general obliquely propagating relativistic dispersion
equation, and we discuss below some of those results (Figure 6).
For comparison purposes, we first show solutions to the
nonrelativistic dispersion equation for parallel propagating
modes excited by trapped electrons with energies of the order of
several keV, a case discussed previously by Wu et al. [1989].
The dispersion relation was solved using n b = 0.9, n e = 9n c,
where n b and n c are the densities of the energetic and back-
ground electrons, respectively; and ne = nb + n c. Note that, in
contrast to paper 1, we emphasize here a regime in which the
density of the energetic electron component, n b, exceeds that
of the background, n c. We used five values of toe/fie, viz. 0.1,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. In the example shown in Figure 1, the
drift of the electrons is zero, and the parallel and perpendicular
temperatures of the energetic electrons are both 2.5 keV. The
ring speed is u±0 = 2.0 in units of a_. In Figure l we plot the
real and imaginary frequencies (_r and toi, respectively) as func-
tions of wave number. The frequencies are normalized by fe,
and the wave numbers by fe/C. Note that tor and toi are plotted
on linear and logarithmic scales, respectively. One should
keep in mind in these analyses that because the growth rates are
functions of toe/fie and nb/n e, specific values of density need
not be specified.
As is evident from Figure 1, the instability exists for the
entire range of the values of tOe/fi e considered, as does the band-
width of the instability. For small values of O)e/f_ e, the fre-
quency of the unstable waves lies between 03e and fl e, which is
in the frequency regime of the Z and O modes. For larger values
of todfe, the frequency of the unstable waves can extend below
O)e; the waves are then in the whistler and Z mode branches for
frequencies above the left-hand cutoff. This result is essen-
tially the same as was found by Wu et al. [1989], as can be veri-
fied by comparing our Figure 1 with their Figure 3.
In Figure 2 we show the effect on the magnitude of the growth
rates when using the relativistic dispersion relation. The
parameters are the same as we used in Figure 1, except that now
toe/fl e = 0.8. It is clear that both the bandwidth and magnitude
of the instability are reduced. The reduction in bandwidth is
from Akc/f_ e = 0.6 to Akc/_ e = 0.4, while the maximum
growth rate drops by nearly a factor of 5. Thus it is clear that
relativistic effects can be quantitatively important in this
class of instabilities. For the remainder of this paper, all
results will be computed using the relativistic dispersion equa-
tion.
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Figure 1. The unstable roots of the nonrelativistic
dispersion equation plotted for comparison with Figure 3 of Wu
et al. [1989]. The distribution function of the energetic
electrons, given by (I), is normalized so that n b = 0.9 and n e =
9n c. The parallel and perpendicular temperatures of the
energetic electrons both equal 2.5 keV, and the ring speed is
u±oltX_b = 2.0 (the beam speed Ull -- 0). The real and imaginary
parts of co are plotted on linear and logarithmic scales,
respectively, for tOelfi e = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8.
Frequencies are normalized by fie and wave numbers by fe/c.
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Figure 2. Comparison between solutions of the relativistic
and nonrelativistic dispersion equations for the same
parameters are were used in Figure i except that only the results
for Oe/f e = 0.8 are shown.
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Forzerodriftspeed(u±0=ub = 0), this instability can also be
driven by a temperature anisotropy, as is illustrated in Figure 3.
Here the density ratio between the energetic and background
electron distributions remains as before, _e]_e = 0.6, and the
parallel temperature of the energetic electrons is kept constant
at 2.5 keV, while the perpendicular temperature is increased
from T LblTIIb = 4 to T.Lb/TII b = 10. For T±blTII b = 4 the growth
rate is very small (O)i,max/_'2e =-- 10-4), but it increases by more
than 2 orders of magnitude as the anisotropy increases to
T_ITII b = 10. Clearly, at T±blTII o = 4 the instability is near
threshold (note the rapid increase from T±b/TII b = 4 to T±b/TII b =
5) -- subsequent increases in Tio/TIL b produce far smaller
changes in the maximum rate of growth.
Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of the instability as the ring
speed is varied from uj_0/et±b = 2.8 to 3.2. The parameters used
in these calculations are again the same as above, except that
fDe]_) e = 0.4-. The growth rate is a fairly sensitive function of
u±0/_ _, which can be understood because the free energy of the
ring is equivalent to a temperature anisotropy, as discussed by
Wong and Goldstein [1987]. Recall from Figure 2 that rela-
tivistic effects can significantly reduce the growth rate from the
values calculated nonrelativistically, especially for relatively
small values of {Oe/_"_ e and/or u±0. This must be kept in mind
when comparing Figures 2 and 4 with the nonrelativistic calcu-
lation shown in Figure 1.
In Figure 5 we investigate how finite beam speed affects the
instability as Ub[OLllb is varied from 0 to 2. The parameters used
are again as in Figure 1, except that U±o/et±b = 2.5 and (.Oe/_ e =
0.6. Small increases in Ub/Oqlb (from 0 to I) cause the instabil-
ity to broaden in bandwidth and to increase slightly in maxi-
mum growth. Further increase in ub/_l b to 2 produces a reduc-
tion in growth and in bandwidth from what it was at Ub[Oqlb = l;
however, it is still significantly broader than it was initially
when ub/oqt o =0. This behavior contrasts sharply from the
beam-driven radio emission discussed in paper 1 (cf. Figure 2 in
that paper) in which the growth rate increased monotonically
with increasing beam speed.
We have also investigated the behavior of this instability
for oblique propagation. Again we take the thermal energy of
the energetic electrons to be 2.5 keV, the density ratio of the
energetic and cold components of the electron distribution
equal to 9, the ring speed U±o/_±b = 2.5, and O_el_ e = 0.6. The
distribution has no drift (Ub = 0). The real and imaginary parts
of m are plotted in Figure 6 as a function of 0, the angle
between k and B. The plot is constructed at the wave number of
maximum growth of the instability at 0 = 0% kcl_ e = 1.28.
For this wave number, the instability extends to approximately
10 °, and then drops rapidly to zero. This does not necessarily
mean, however, that there is no instability at larger angles.
For the parameters of this example, as the propagation angle
changes, the wave number of local maximum growth at that
value of 0 shifts to lower values of k, and the cone of unstable
wave vectors extends somewhat beyond 15 ° . Nonetheless, the
instability still grows most rapidly at 0 = 0 °. There is little
Landau damping at these frequencies, and these oblique waves
are primarily electromagnetic in nature.
Electron Cyclotron Instability -- Variation with Temperature Anisotropy
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Figure 3. Variation in the growth rate of the electron
cyclotron instability with changes in temperature anisotropy.
The beam speed is 0, and O_el_ e = 0.6. The temperature
anisotropy varies from T±b/TII b = 4 to T±b/TII o = 10. At T_ITII b =
4 the instability is near threshold.
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Figure 4. Variation in the growth rate of the instability for
coe/Q e = 0.4 as the ring speed is varied from u±olCt±b = 2.8 to
3.2. All other parameters are the same as were used in
Figure I.
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Figure 5. The effect of finite beam speed on the instability.
In this case, Ubl_l_ is varied from 0 to 2; u±ole_±b : 2.5, and
o_e!G e -- 0.6. All other parameters are the same as were used in
Figure 1.
Obliquely Propagating Electron Cyclotron Wave Instability
(Relativistic)
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Figure 6. The behavior of the instability for off-angle
propagation. The thermal energy is again 2.5 keV, U±o/_±b =
2.5, and coJ_ e = 0.6. The beam drift speed ultb : O, and kcl_ e =
1.28. The density of the beam is the same as was used in all
figures above.
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Asthevalueoftoe/f2eincreases,.g.,toe/f2e = 0.8, the situa-
tion changes significantly. For large values of ¢Oe/f_ e, maxi-
mum growth occurs at oblique propagation and at larger values
of k than for the local maximum at 0 = 0 °. We suspect that this
change in the nature of the solution arises from the fact that the
real part of the wave frequency is above the electron plasma fre-
quency when the ratio toe/_e is small, whereas when toe/_e =
0.8, the excited wave has a frequency below toe (cf. Figure I).
Thus at large values of toe/_e, the excited wave can be in the Z
and whistler modes, while for small values of toe/fl e, the wave
can only propagate in the Z and O modes (for a discussion of
which wave modes exist at particular frequencies in the auroral
region, see Figure 5 of Gurnett et aL [1983]). This behavior of
the instability with changing toe/f2e suggests that the trapped
(or ring) distribution is an effective population for generating
whistler waves if the physical parameters are appropriate.
Discussion
The fundamental result of this calculation is the demonstra-
tion that a temperature anisotropy or a ring-beam electron dis-
tribution can generate electron cyclotron waves with frequen-
cies that extend from below to above toe, but still below f_e for
an underdense plasma. The calculation is relativistic and
allows for arbitrary direction of propagation. Previous work
[Wu et al., 1989] was confined to parallel propagation and was
a nonrelativistic calculation. Our result for parallel propaga-
tion agrees qualitatively with Wu et al.'s results; however, as
shown in Figure 2, the effect of the relativistic corrections to
the dispersion equation is to reduce substantially both the
magnitude of the growth rate and the bandwidth of the unstable
waves.
We also investigated the effect that finite beam speed has on
the instability, an effect not considered previously. For small
beam speeds, the growth rates can be enhanced and the band-
widths broadened. But as the beam speed increases, the growth
rate decreases (cf. Figure 5). In paper 1 we studied the genera-
tion of bursty radio emission and showed that in plasma
regimes in which toe/f_e < 1, anisotropic electron beams, or
gyrating electron beams, can excite directly right-hand polar-
ized broadband electromagnetic radiation in the X mode. The
present analysis extends that work to waves with frequencies
below _e and also includes relativistic effects in the dispersion
equation. In addition, the mechanism described in paper 1 gen-
erated unstable X mode waves when the electron distributions
had large drift speeds. In contrast, for the parameters used here,
the present mechanism is suppressed for large electron drift
speeds and excites waves primarily in the Z or O mode.
Nonetheless, the free energy source in both situations is the
temperature anisotropy or ring component of the energetic
electrons (the present mechanism operates even in the absence
of any drift).
Recently, Winglee et al. [1992] have performed a one-
dimensional (with three components of velocity), relativistic
electromagnetic particle simulation that showed that an
anisotropic electron distribution can generate freely propagat-
ing right-hand circularly polarized electromagnetic radiation if
the beam speed is sufficiently large--in agreement with the
results of paper 1. Winglee et al.'s simulations are periodic,
and the wave vectors are parallel to the magnetic field. Besides
the freely propagating wave, Winglee et al. [1992] also found
an instability with frequencies below f_e--a result consistent
with the theoretical analysis here. For lower values of the
beam speed they found that the dominant wave mode consisted
of waves with frequencies tot < _e, whereas for large beam
speeds, the dominant mode was the freely propagating X mode,
also in agreement with the results shown here and in paper 1.
The motivation for the present work was observations of Z
mode radiation in the Earth's auroral zone [Gurnett et al., 1983]
and similar phenomena at other planets [Gurnett et al., 1990;
Kurth and Gurnett, 1991]. Although Z mode radiation can be
generated by the cyclotron maser instability (see, for example,
Hewitt et aI. [1983]), ray tracing studies [Menietti and Lin,
1986] indicate that cyclotron maser resonance may not be the
only mechanism responsible for the observed Z mode emission
because the generation and subsequent refraction of the waves
do not appear consistent with observations. Electron
cyclotron waves generated by temperature anisotropies or ring-
beam distributions can have frequencies between toe and t'l e in
the Z and O mode ranges. Because the waves are mostly right-
hand polarized, we suspect that this mechanism mainly pro-
duces Z mode radiation. The electron cyclotron waves excited
in this frequency range are predominantly field-aligned and
have a much broader bandwidth in frequency than waves gener-
ated by the cyclotron maser instability. Thus the electron
cyclotron wave generation mechanism discussed here may pro-
vide another, complementary, explanation for observed Z mode
radiation. Because a ring-beam distribution is also capable of
generating Z mode radiation via the cyclotron maser instabil-
ity, determining which mechanism actually dominates in any
specific situation requires detailed modeling that is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Conclusions
We have examined the role of relativistic effects on the gen-
eration of electron cyclotron radiation by anisotropic energetic
electrons. The anisotropies are assumed to be due to either tem-
perature anisotropies or ring (trapped) distributions. Although
our results are qualitatively in agreement with previous work
[Wu et al., 1989], relativistic effects tend to suppress signifi-
cantly the growth rate. We have also found it possible to
excite electromagnetic whistler waves with maximum growth at
a substantial angle from the background field for large values of
toe/_e (~ 0.8, but still less than unity). The excitation mecha-
nism discussed in this paper may provide an alternative expla-
nation to the cyclotron maser instability for the generation of
Z mode radiation observed in planetary magnetospheres.
As shown in paper 1 and in the simulations of Winglee et al.
[1992], a gyrating or anisotropic electron distribution can
excite a variety of waves in several different frequency ranges.
In addition, the same class of distributions is also unstable to
the cyclotron maser instability. Which mechanism (or wave
mode) dominates will depend on the detailed form of distribu-
tion and on details of the background plasma parameters. A
comprehensive comparison of the relative importance of these
mechanisms will have to await more extensive analytic work
coupled with two-dimensional numerical simulations, includ-
ing a study of the convective properties of these instabilities
along auroral field lines (for example, Ziebell et al. [1991]).
Appendix
In this derivation, two electron components are immersed in
a uniform, external magnetic field B = Bo_z: a low-energy
thermal background and an energetic relativistic population.
The density ratio between these two populations can be arbi-
trary. Because our interest is confined to waves with frequen-
cies of the order of the electron cyclotron frequency, which is
much greater than the ion plasma frequency, ion dynamics can
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be neglected. Consequently, the dispersion equation of the lin-
earized Vlasov-Maxwell equations can be written in the form
[Wong et al., 1989]
I 22 1 2
kc c a
D(k,co)= i----77 _ 1+-77_-kk+XQ (k, co)=0 (Ai)
k co)co '_
where
Q_(k.co) = 2_ _-_-_Id,_,id.l_|u± °---- r_:'_
+2_---_-_Id_lldu± co + u± -u, F.
CO --** 0
rl =4-oo -r r/
xZ
n=--** _tO - nfle - kllull
(A2)
where "/= (1 + u2/c2) 1/2, and (x = b,e refers to the background
and energetic electrons, respectively. The wave vector k is
assumed to lie in the x-z I_lane so that k = kjx + kll_z; I is the
unit dyadic; coa2 =4nnae_lmc_; u is the momentum per unit
mass and is given by u = P/me; and n a is the number density of
species (_. The tensor T n is defined by
2 2
n _'_e 12 in_e n_e 2
T n infSe , 2 -,2 • ,
= _--, u,±JnJ n u±J n tUllU_l.JnJ n (A3)
"'.k
nt"_e 2 • ,
K,I,
where J, = J, (k,±u Jf_e).
The method for obtaining numerical solutions to the rela-
tivistic dispersion equation is cumbersome, and here we only
outline the approach employed in reaching the solutions given
above. The relativistic factor '/is expanded to 0(u4/c4), except
for the resonant denominator in which we keep the entire
expression To) - n_ e - kllUll. One then integrates over Ull analyt-
ically and writes the resulting expression in terms of the
plasma dispersion function (the Z function defined by Fried and
Conte [1961]). In contrast to nonrelativistic calculations, the
argument of the Z function now depends on u± because of the
factor of _,, which appears in the resonance condition. The
remaining integration over U.L is performed numerically using a
standard root-finding algorithm to compute (complex) co.
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Electromagnetic Hiss and Lower Hybrid Waves in the Polar
Magnetosphere
H K Wong (Department of Space Sciences, Southwest Research
Institute, San Antonio, TX 78228-0510; 210-522-3627;
kit@swri.space.swri.edu)
J D Menietti (Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of
Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242)
C S Lin (Auroral Science Inc., 4502 Centerview Dr., Suite 215, San
Antonio, TX 78228)
Electromagnetic waves with frequencies indicative of whistlers and
lower hybrid waves are frequently observed by DE-1 in the Earth's
auroral region. These waves are typically observed outside the
region and at the higher magnetic field side of intense electron
precipitation. Comparison of the electric and magnetic field
spectrum indicates that these waves are predominately magnetic and
the refractive indices are much larger than unity except when the
wave frequencies are very close to the local lower hybrid frequency.
It is suggested that these electromagnetic waves can be explained by
waves generated near the resonance cone and propagate away from
the source. The role that these electromagnetic waves can play in
particle acceleration processes at low altitude will be discussed.
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